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Abstract
Collaborative filtering recommender system suffers from data sparsity problem due to its reliance on
numerical ratings to provide recommendations to users. This problem makes it difficult for the system to
compute accurate similar neighbours for the items and provide good quality recommendations. Existing
methods fail to pre-process the missing ratings of the new items and to predict cold items to the active users
which lead to poor quality recommendations. In this work, a sparsity reduction method is presented to
improve the quality of recommendations. The method utilises Bi-Separated clustering algorithm to cluster the
ratings matrix simultaneously into users and items bi-clusters based on ratings classification. It also employs
Bi-Mean Imputation algorithm to fill the missing ratings in the bi-clusters using the estimated means. The
method then performs the traditional collaborative filtering process on the new rating matrix for cold items
prediction. The experimental results demonstrated that compared to the existing method, the proposed
BiSCBiMI improves density of the rating matrix by 5.75%, 10.73% and 7.35% as well as Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) of the new items prediction for all of the considered datasets. The results indicated that, the
proposed approaches are effective in reducing the data sparsity problem as well as items prediction, which in
turn returns good quality recommendations.
Index Terms: collaborative filtering, data sparsity, bi-separated clustering, bi-mean imputation, cold item,
rating matrix
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1. Introduction
The huge amount of information on the web and the emergence of e-commerce have led to the problem of
information overload. Because of this problem, it becomes difficult for users to search for items of their
interest. Therefore, a recommender system is essential in order to identify items based on user’s interest. The
system is an information filtering system that recommends relevant items to users by analyzing the users
explicitly mentioned preferences and interests [21, 11]. It saves a lot of time and effort of users typically
involve in issuing different queries about the items of interest, by simply prioritising and personalising large
volume of information available at its disposal to find the unknown relevant items needed by the users. This
prompted many research efforts on recommender systems [8, 2, 14, 16, 18, 3]. Among these systems include
Collaborative Filtering (CF)
which is the most popular and successful system that provides
recommendations to users because it recommends any type of items to users such as books, movies, news,
music, web pages and so forth [5, 19].
A typical CF recommender system requires some representations of users and items. This system generates
an individual’s interest based on other similar users. The general idea is, given a user u, the system ranks other
users based on similarity with users, u_1,…,u_m. It then predicts user preferences based on the ratings of 1,
2,…, m users. The rating is determined according to a common set of objects or items o_1,…,o_n. Normally,
the users and objects are arranged in a matrix called user-item rating matrix. The matrix is processed using
algorithms to generate the recommendations. These algorithms first use similarity functions to select users (or
items) that are similar to the active user, which is the person that needs the recommendations.
However, most of the users ignore to rate most items in the user-item rating matrix or some items have few
available ratings [13], which leads to data sparsity problem [26]. Therefore, it makes the generation of
accurate neighbourhood for users or items impossible to predict correct item rating based on user’s preference.
This affects the accuracy of items prediction which in turn results in poor quality recommendations to users.
Numerous studies have been conducted on CF systems to deal with the data sparsity problem for predicting
correct item rating in order to provide good recommendations [15, 13, 23, 25, 5,7, 20, 22, 17, 1, 12, 4 ].
Despite these studies, several challenges are left on resolved, which include: The existing method [4] fails to
pre-process the missing ratings of the new items which increase the sparsity of the rating matrix. It also
ignores to predict cold items to the active users which lead to poor quality recommendations.
In this work, a sparsity reduction method is presented to improve the quality of recommendations. The
method uses Bi-separated clustering and Bi-Mean imputation algorithms to obtain new rating matrix with
reduced sparsity of the rating matrix. The method then applies the CF process on the new rating matrix to
predict cold items. The results of the evaluation indicated that, the proposed method improves density and
MAE of the new items prediction.
2. Related Works
In this section, a review of several existing approaches, methods and algorithms proposed to alleviate the
effect of data sparsity problem in CF recommender systems are presented.
Ma, King and Lyu [15] presented an effective algorithm for missing data prediction in collaborative
filtering. The algorithm utilises the information from users or items correlations (or both) to predict missing
value in the user-item rating matrix that can only help in providing positive recommendations to the active
users. The new algorithm is identified to be more robust in dealing with data sparsity than the existing
user-based or item-based algorithms. However, it suffers from data sparsity problem when there are fewer
ratings for the active users which may lead to inaccurate prediction.
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Liang, Bo and Jun [13] proposed a hybrid approach to overcome data sparsity in CF systems. The approach
uses a similarity weight to deal with the significant influence of data sparsity by unifying the user-based and
item-based approaches to provide accurate rating prediction to the active users. The new approach improves
prediction accuracy while at the same time reducing the sparsity problem of the rating matrix. However, the
approach finds it impossible to make prediction when the sparsity of the rating matrix is very high.
Xia et al. [23] presented strategies to alleviate data sparsity of the user-item rating matrix based on missing
data imputation. The strategies utilise some user’s demographic data consisting of age range and occupation
to improve CF process. The demographic data is used together with the original ratings to fill up the user-item
rating matrix and then perform the CF on the modified ratings. The strategies incorporation proves to be
effective on the recommendation accuracy even under high sparse data. However, the proposed data
imputation method fails to select the real similar neighbours of the items by considering the ratings of users
within the same age or occupation to have close ratings on the same items.
Tan and Ye [25] developed an algorithm based on item classification to fill the vacant ratings of the rating
matrix. The algorithm clusters the items in some classification to pre-produce ratings for the missing values in
the matrix. The new rating matrix generated is used to provide recommendations. The algorithm alleviates the
sparsity problem of the rating matrix while at the same provides better recommendations than the existing CF
algorithms. However, the algorithm may provide irrelevant recommendations in a situation where the user’s
interest differs on the items within the same classification.
Chen et al. [5] introduced an algorithm to solve sparsity problem by using associative retrieval approach.
The algorithm tries to capture the user’s interest utilising both direct and indirect similarity between users
ratings relative distance to compute similarity matrix. It uses associative retrieval to look for transitive
associations on the users’ ratings dataset to ease the prediction. The associative retrieval incorporation
resulted in reducing the sparsity of the rating matrix thereby producing recommendations with good coverage
and quality. However, the algorithm relies on the single source of information from the ratings to deal with
the sparsity problem.
Chujai et al. [7] proposed an approach for imputing missing values based on the pattern of frequent
itemsets to address sparsity problem. The approach utilises not only the ratings for the items but include more
demographic information of the user and item to fill up the missing rating data in the user-item rating matrix
by mining frequent itemsets in the dataset. It demonstrated the ability to fill up the missing ratings with
improved recommendations accuracy. However, the approach fails to reduce the sparsity of the rating matrix
if it contains many infrequent itemsets.
Qin, Cao and Peng [20] presented an algorithm to solve missing value in CF recommendation process. The
algorithm considers the user’s subjective preferences such as scoring habits and item’s objective quality to
compute the value of unrated items whether frequent or infrequent in the rating matrix. The computed value is
used to replace the unrated item value in the matrix. It improves the recommendation quality of the sparse
rating matrix. However, the algorithm may find it difficult to ensure quality recommendations when the
dimension of the rating matrix is very high.
Song [22] introduced a collaborative filtering algorithm to alleviate data sparsity problem based on
Multi-Dimensional Data Filing (MDDF). The algorithm chooses dimensions that can affect users’ preferences
on the items and then the missing values in the user-item rating matrix are filled with multidimensional data
of the chosen dimensions. It reduces the degree of the sparsity of the rating matrix and the efficiency of the
users’ recommendations is increased. However, the algorithm utilises additional information such as users’
age and gender which may be insufficient, thereby causing extra burden during items selection with missing
ratings to be filled.
Najafabadi et al. [17] proposed a technique based on clustering and association rules mining to solve data
sparsity problem without using users’ associated features. The technique utilises clustering method to reduce
the size of the sparse data in the item space and also employs association rules mining method to detect
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similar patterns in user-item interactions. It achieves better recommendations performance than the existing
CF methods compared, even when the sparsity of the dataset is high. However, the technique used implicit
feedback to process prediction, which might be unable to produce accurate prediction on the explicit ratings.
Ardimansyah, Huda and Baizal [1] presented an approach based on matrix factorisation pre-processing to
solve the problem of sparse explicit rating data for memory-based CF recommender. The approach
pre-processes empty rating values by filling them with the scores estimated from matrix factorisation. It
enhances the performance of CF-based methods with pre-processing by providing better prediction accuracy
than those without pre-processing. However, the estimated rating scores might be unable to reasonably
express users’ preferences on the different category of items.
Li et al. [12] introduced Category Preferred Canopy-K-means based Collaborative Filtering Algorithm
(CPCKCF) to alleviate the sparsity and scalability of data challenges in recommender systems. The CPCKCF
reduces the dimension of the sparse data by calculating the user-item category preferred ratio and then use it
to cluster the users’ data accordingly. The CPCKCF also improves the recommendation accuracy and
efficiency of computation when compared to user-based CF algorithm. However, it ignores the rating
diversity considering only one dimension when clustering items or users because some useful information in
the opposite dimension might not be considered.
Cheng and Zhang [4] proposed a Jaccard Coefficient-based Bi-clustering and Fusion (JC-BiFu) method to
alleviate the data sparsity problem in recommender system. The JC-BiFu utilises a density peak method to
cluster both users and items in the user-item rating matrix. It then select the most similar cluster for both
target user and item to estimate the missing values for unrated entries in the rating matrix. The prediction is
done for the target user based on the similar neighbours. JC-BiFu method provides more accurate predictions
with less error compared to other methods. However, the method ignores to pre-process new items with
missing ratings in order to decrease the sparseness of the rating matrix. It also fails to provide rating
prediction for the cold items. Consequently, the method returns poor quality recommendations to users.
3. Proposed Method
In this section, an enhanced sparsity reduction method based on Bi-Separated Clustering and Bi-Mean
Imputation (BiSCBiMI) is proposed to reduce the sparseness of the rating matrix as well as to provide
accurate prediction for the cold items in order to address the shortcomings of the JC-BiFu method identified
earlier. The general framework for the BiSCBiMI method is presented in Fig. 1.
Rating Prediction

Original Rating
Matrix

Bi-Separated
Clustering on the
Rating Matrix

Top-N Similar
Neighbours
Selection

Bi-Mean
Imputation of
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Fig. 1. Sparsity Reduction Framework of the Enhanced Method
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A. Clustering Phase
First, JC-BiFu uses density peak clustering to cluster users and items by employing distance matrix to
partition clusters based on cosine similarity, minimum points and cut-off distance. Only the data points within
high density region that are density reachable and connected are assigned to a cluster.
TABLE 1.

USER-ITEM RATING MATRIX

U1
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6

U2
5
4

U3
2

3
4
4

3

U4

5

3
3
3

U5
4
2
5
1

4

2

4

U6

U7
3
4
2
1
3

For instance, the JC-BiFu utilises the rating matrix in Table 1 and use the cosine similarity in Equation (1)
to construct the distance matrices in Table 2 for partitioning the items into clusters.
(1)
Where the . represents dot product of the two vector
indicates the length of the vector
TABLE 2.

,

indicates the length of the vector

and

ITEMS DISTANCE MATRIX

I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6

I1
0.0000
0.8115
0.5161
0.3208
0.0000
0.7807

I2
0.8115
0.0000
0.5871
0.3101
0.0000
0.6770

I3
0.5161
0.5871
0.0000
0.5664
0.0000
0.7670

I4
0.3208
0.3101
0.5664
0.0000
0.0000
0.8121

I5
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

I6
0.7807
0.6770
0.7670
0.8121
0.0000
0.0000

From Table 2 only two clusters (I 1 , I 2 and I 3 , I 4 ) are formed based on the density connected and density
reachable nearest points as highlighted in the dark boxes. To estimate the missing values in the rating matrix,
JC-BiFu apply the Jaccard Coefficient to measure the similarity between items in clusters i and j respectively
as defined in Equation (2).
(2)
Where

is the set of users that rated item , the numerator is the number of users that rated both item
, and the denominator is the number of users that rated item
.
The computed similarity is then used to estimate the missing values in Table 1 using the estimation method
defined in Equation (3).
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(3)
Where
is the rating estimate for user
on item ,
is the user
average rating, is the item cluster
consisting of items
, and
is a parameter to smooth the estimation for avoiding denominator to
be 0.
The application of Equation (3) resulted in the rating matrix with less missing ratings issues as depicted in
Table 3.
TABLE 3.

JC-BIFU RESULTANT RATING MATRIX

U1
U2
U3
U4
U5
U6
U7
I1
5
5
2
5
4
3
I2
5
4
5
3
2
4
I3
3
4
4
3
5
2
I4
4
4
5
3
1
1
I5
I6
4
3
4
2
4
3
Therefore, JC-BiFu reduces the sparsity problem in the rating matrix. However, it is unable to estimate
the ratings for the new user (U6) or new item (I5) as shown in Table 3 which in turn increases the sparseness
of the rating matrix.
Second, in order to alleviate the sparsity problem beyond JC-BiFu, the proposed BiSCBiMI method
utilises bi-separated clustering technique to partition the ratings matrix into users and items bi-clusters (UC
and IC) respectively. The ratings are assigned to the nearest cluster neighbour based on high rating (3, 4 or 5)
or low rating (1 or 2) classes since each rating represents an integer value from 1 to 5. The following two
assumptions were made for clustering with the presence of missing ratings:
(i) The maximum empty separation points denoted by ε within each cluster is less than or
equal to two i.e. ε ⋴ {0, 1, 2}.
(ii) The minimum non-empty points denoted by minNpts within each cluster is greater than
or equal to two i.e. minNpts ⋴ {2, 3, 4, . . .}.

Hence, the Equation (4) and Equation (5) defined the bi-clusters. The Algorithm 1 demonstrated the
procedure involved during partitioning the users and items into clusters.

represents item cluster,
Where
indicates user sub cluster m.

represents user cluster,

indicates item sub cluster n and
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Algorithm 1: Bi-Separated Clustering Algorithm
Input: dataset - - containing user–item ratings
Output: IC, UC clusters
1. Given two parameters: ε and minNpts with high and low rating specification
2. while ε ≤ 2 and minNpts ≥ 2 do
3.
form k random clusters for both users and items
4.
for all items partition the ratings into clusters using Equation (4)
5.
if the rating >= high then
6.
assign it to a high item sub-cluster
7.
else
8.
assign it to a low item sub-cluster
9.
for all users partition the ratings into clusters using Equation (5)
10.
if the rating >= high then
11.
assign it to a high user sub-cluster
12.
else
13.
assign it to a low user sub-cluster
14.
repeat step 4-8 and step 9-13 until no more clusters can be form
15. return items and user clusters
Now, the proposed Bi-Separated Clustering Algorithm is applied on the user-item rating matrix of Table 1 to
cluster users and items simultaneously. The Algorithm produces the result in Table 4 with different clusters.
TABLE 4.

BI-SEPARATED CLUSTERING OF THE RATING MATRIX

U1
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6

U2

U3

5
4

2

3
4
4

3

U4

U5

U6

U7

5

3
3
3

4
2
5
1

3
4
2
1

4

2

4

3

Having clustered the rating matrix, it is observed that, for any two or more non-empty rating points
) from the same cluster say
or
, a solution β exists that belongs to
or
as
(
indicated in Equation (6).
or

(6)

Since exists in
or
cluster, the bi-mean imputation technique is employed to estimate the
missing ratings in the bi-clusters. The technique performs simultaneous filling of the missing ratings in the
item or user bi-clusters by using of mean rating computation for each of the users or items cluster as in
equation (7) and equation (8).

Where,

stands for the mean of item cluster,

represents the rating of the kth cluster for items
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and k is constant.

stands for the mean of user cluster,
represents the rating of the pth cluster for
Where,
users and p is constant.
The unknown ratings of the users or items in the partitioned clusters are imputed using the calculated mean
ratings of all other users or items belonging to the cluster as demonstrated by Algorithm 2. Then the resultant
rating matrix with imputed values is obtained to form the so called new rating matrix suitable for CF process.
Algorithm 2: Bi-Mean Imputation Algorithm
Input: A rating matrix - - containing items and users clusters = {IC, UC}
Output: new rating matrix
1. for each IC clusters
2. compute the ic_mean of each item cluster whether high or low using (7)
3.
if the rating in each item cluster is null then
4.
replace it with the calculated cluster mean
5. for each UC clusters
6. compute the uc_mean of each user cluster whether high or low using (8)
7.
if the rating in each user cluster is null then
8.
replace it with the calculated cluster mean
9. repeat step 1-4 and step 5-8 until no more missing ratings in the clusters
10. merge IC and UC clusters
11. return new rating matrix
Table 5 presented the Bi-Mean Imputation Algorithm simultaneous computation on the users and items
clusters of Table 4. The Algorithm then merges the clusters into a single cluster known as new rating matrix.
TABLE 5.

BI-MEAN IMPUTATION RESULT

I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6

U1

U2

U3

5
5
3
4
4
4

5
4

2
3
3
5
5
4

3

U4

U5

U6

U7

4
2
5
1

4

3
3
3

1

3
4
2
1

2

4

4

3

As seen in Table 5 unlike JC-BiFu method on Table 3, the proposed BiSCBiMI method is able to
pre-process and estimate the missing ratings for the new users and the new items. This reduces the sparsity of
the rating matrix where most data cells are none empty than when JC-BiFu method is employed.
B. Prediction Phase
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At this phase, the prediction can be computed for the active user
on the target item if the set of
similar neighbours of that user are obtained. To obtain similar neighbours for both JC-BiFu and BiSCBiMI
methods respectively in Table 3 and Table 5 for the cold items rating prediction.
First, the modified cosine similarity function in Equation (9) is used to measure the similarity between item
and the remaining item .
(9)
Where, di means the rating of user d on item i and i the average rating of all items rated by the user d. U is
the set of users that rated both items i and j.
Second, having calculated the set of item neighbours the prediction is done using item-based CF to predict the
rating for the cold items as in Equation (10).
(10)
Where, P di is the predicted rating for cold item i to user d,
is the user d average rating, n is the total
is the rating for user e on item i.
number of top similar neighbours selected and
TABLE 6. COLD ITEM PREDICTION

Item
Predicted

Similarity of Neighbours
JC-BiFu
BiSCBiMI
0.0000,0.0000
0.4676, 0.7990
0.0000,0.0000
0.4676, 0.7990
0.0000,0.0000
-0.1376, -0.1771

Prediction Value
JC-BiFu
BiSCBiMI
4.11
2.86
2.69

Table 6 describes the cold item prediction from Table 3 and Table 5 for both JC-BiFu and BiSCBiMI methods.
It is clearly seen that, JC-BiFu is unable to find any similar neighbours for the cold item (I5) and hence cannot
predict this item to any of the users. Whereas the BiSCBiMI find some similar neighbours for the cold item
(I5) and is able to predict this item to user 2 (u2) and user 4 (u4) respectively. The method is also capable of
predicting item 2 (I2) to the brand new user 6 (u6) who have not rated any item initially.
4. Experimental Evaluation and Results
This section describes the datasets, experimental environment and evaluation metrics used to assess the
effectiveness of the proposed BiSCBiMI method as well as the presentation and the description of the results
obtained.
A. Description of Dataset
The three well known datasets are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed BiSCBiMI method
compared to JC-BiFu. These datasets consist of FilmTrust, MovieLens-100K and MovieLens-1M [9] with
detail description in Table 7 before the experiments. The FilmTrust dataset is obtained from librec site while
MovieLens-100K and MovieLens-1M are obtained from the widely used MovieLens recommender site
developed by the GroupLens research team at the University of Minnesota, United State. These datasets are
real-world datasets used by different researchers to test many of the core algorithmic advances in
recommender system researches [10].
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TABLE 7.

DATASETS INFORMATION

Datasets

Number of
Items
2, 071

Number of
Ratings
35, 497

Sparsity
(%)
98.86

Density (%)

FilmTrust

Number of
Users
1, 508

MovieLens-100K

943

1, 682

100, 000

93.70

6.30

MovieLens-1M

6, 040

3, 952

1, 000, 209

95.81

4.19

1.14

B. Experimental Environment
The experiment is conducted on the computer system with the following specifications: Windows 8, 64-bit
operating system, Intel (R) Core ((TM) i3-3120M CPU @ 2.5GHz) and the memory size of 4.0GB. The tools
used for the experimental programs are PyScripter Integrated Development Environment (IDE) and Python
programming language.
C. Evaluation Metrics
The density and accuracy of the proposed BiSCBiMI method is evaluated using the following performance
metrics:
(i) Density is a metric used to measure the percentage of the populated ratings on the rating matrix and it is
number of total rating entries divide by the number of users multiplied by the number of items [24]. It is
computed as shown in Equation (11).
(11)
is the total number of ratings,
is the number of users and
is the
Where,
number of items. The higher density value the lesser sparsity value of the user-item rating matrix.
(ii) Sparsity Level is a metric used to measure the percentage of missing ratings on the rating matrix and it
is defined as one minus the density as shown in Equation (12).
(12)
(iii) Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is an accuracy metric used to find the deviations between the predicted
rating scores of the proposed system against the user actual rating scores for the items in collaborative
filtering recommendations [6]. This metric is defined in Equation (13).
(13)
is the number of corresponding ratings-prediction pairs
is the actual item rating and
Where,
predicted item rating. The lower the MAE value obtained the higher the accuracy of the prediction.
D. Experimental Results

is the
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This section reports the results of the experiments of the proposed BiSCBiMI method compared to JC-BiFu
method based on three datasets described in Table 7 in terms of density and MAE metrics.
1) Density Results Analysis
The effect of the JC-BiFu and BiSCBiMI methods on three datasets is evaluated using the density metric in
order to show the sparsity level of the rating matrix. The evaluation results are presented in Tables 8, 9 and 10
respectively.
TABLE 8.

TABLE 9.

TABLE 10.

DENSITY ON FILMTRUST DATASET

Method

Density (%)

Sparsity Level (%)

JC-BiFu

6.83

93.17

BiSCBiMI

12.58

87.42

DENSITY ON MOVIELENS-100K DATASET

Method

Density (%)

Sparsity Level (%)

JC-BiFu

13.43

86.57

BiSCBiMI

24.16

75.84

Method

Density (%)

Sparsity Level (%)

JC-BiFu

10.39

89.61

BiSCBiMI

17.74

82.26

DENSITY ON MOVIELENS-1M DATASET

Table 8 illustrates the density of the two methods on the FilmTrust dataset. Both the densities of the
methods increased thereby decreasing the sparsity level of the dataset. Thus, the density of the BiSCBiMI is
higher than that of JC-BiFu by 5.75%. This difference occurs as a result of the ability of BiSCBiMI to
estimate the missing ratings with the inclusion of both new items and users which is not obtainable in JC-BiFu.
It is clear that, BiSCBiMI outperforms JC-BiFu method in reducing the sparsity on FilmTrust dataset.
Tables 9 and 10 show the influence of the two methods on the MovieLens-100K and MovieLens-1M
datasets using density metric. The densities of the two methods increased on both datasets thereby indicating
decrease in the sparsity levels. The proposed BiSCBiMI method outperforms JC-BiFu method with higher
density on both MovieLens-100K and MovieLens-1M datasets by 10.73% and 7.35% respectively. This
implies that, BiSCBiMI method demonstrated a better performance in sparsity reduction by estimating the
missing ratings for both new and existing items based on the sparsity levels values obtained on both datasets
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as well as higher rating density. Thus, the BiSCBiMI method can be effective for recommender system
especially in sparse user-item rating matrices.
2) MAE Results Analysis
The accuracy of proposed BiSCBiMI method and existing JC-BiFu method is tested on three datasets in
order to verify their prediction performance. The evaluation results are presented in Figures 3, 4 and 5
respectively.

FIG. 2. MAE ON FILMTRUST DATASET

It is shown on Fig. 2 that when the number of similar neighbours is small both the two methods have low
prediction performance on FilmTrust dataset. But, when the number of similar neighbours is greater than or
equal to 50, the BiSCBiMI method has better prediction performance than the JC-BiFu method because of its
lowest MAE value of 0.6811 against 0.7643.
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FIG. 3. MAE ON MOVIELENS-100K DATASET

Fig. 3 shows that, when the number of similar neighbours is small both the two methods have low
prediction performance on MovieLens-100K dataset. But, when the number of similar neighbours is greater
than or equal to 50, the BiSCBiMI method has better prediction performance than the JC-BiFu method due to
its the lowest MAE value of 0.5986 against 0.6690.

FIG. 4. MAE ON MOVIELENS-1M DATASET

Fig. 4 illustrates the prediction accuracy of the two methods on MovieLens-1M dataset. Similar to Figure 3,
when the number of similar neighbours is small a low prediction performance is noticed. But, when the
number of similar neighbours is greater than or equal to 50, the BiSCBiMI method demonstrated a better
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prediction performance than the JC-BiFu method because of its lowest MAE value of 0.7685 against
0.8331.
It can be seen from the above results that, the BiSCBiMI method achieved the lowest MAE values than
JC-BiFu for both small number of neighbours and large number of neighbours on all the three datasets. Also,
the BiSCBiMI method achieved the lowest MAE on MovieLens-100K dataset than the remaining two datasets.
Therefore, it demonstrated the best prediction performance which results in quality recommendations to the
users. It also shows the ability for identifying similar neighbours for the cold items and then provides
prediction for those items appropriately.
5. Conclusion
In this research work, a BiSCBiMI is proposed to automatically pre-process the missing ratings of the new
and existing items of the rating matrix so as to improve the quality of the recommendations. Specifically, the
proposed method employs BiSC algorithm to cluster the ratings matrix simultaneously into users and items
bi-clusters by utilising ratings classification. The method then engages BiMI algorithm to estimate the missing
ratings in each cluster using the calculated means. Next, the method applies traditional CF to the new rating
matrix for cold items prediction. The experimental results demonstrated that, the proposed BiSCBiMI method
outperforms JC-BiFu method in terms of sparsity reduction level and lower prediction error on all the three
datasets. However, as a future work, the effect of implicit datasets on the proposed BiSCBiMI method will be
experimentally investigated.
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